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KMYU 
4TH QUARTER 2015 

OCTOBER 1, 2015 – DECEMBER 31, 2015 
KMYU: 
WSMH, Inc. dba KMYU - Salt Lake City/St. George, Utah 
 
Local News: 
2News at 8am: Airing weekdays 8-9am (repeat of 2News 7-8am morning news) 
2News at 8am: Airing Saturday and Sunday 8-9am (repeat of KUTV’s 7-8am weekend 
morning news) 
2News at Noon Repeat: Monday-Friday 1-2P 
MyNews at 7pm on KMYU: Airing weekdays from 7-7:30pm 
2News at 10:00pm: Monday-Friday from 10-10:37pm (simulcast of KUTV)  
2News at 10:00pm:  Saturday-Sunday from 10-10:37pm, (simulcast of KUTV) 
2News at 10pm Repeat: Monday-Friday from 12-12:35am 
2News at 10pm Repeat:  Saturday-Sunday from 12:35-1:07pm  
 
National: 
Sundays 10:00-10:30A – second half of CBS’ Face the Nation 
 
SBG News: 
Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson:  Sundays 10:30-11A 
 
Baby Your Baby and Check Your Health – Both are ongoing campaigns hosted by 
Mary Nickles/KUTV Anchor and designed so that KUTV works with the Utah 
Department of Health. Baby Your Baby is a health program for mothers to be 
encouraging early and regular prenatal and postnatal care. Check Your Health is 
committed to bringing viewers the latest information to help keep families healthy. Both 
of these segments run in all of our newscasts. 
 
Get Gephardt - Investigative reporter Matt Gephardt takes on major corporations or 
government entities helping viewers who are caught in red tape. In addition, the 
Gephardt Unit investigations serve as a warning to consumers about potential fraud 
happening locally. The Gephardt unit takes many calls from the tip line each week and 
receives several e-mails weekly from viewers with consumer complaints.  The Gephardt 
stories air during the 10:00pm newscast.   
 
Pay It Forward - Every Wednesday, KUTV’s Mark Koelbel/10P Anchor features a Good 
Samaritan in the community. Mark gives the Good Samaritan $500 in cash via Mountain 
America Credit for this person to give to their cause. This franchise highlights people 
and organizations working in the community on a grassroots level to make life better for 
others.  Every Wednesday during the 10pm News there will be a billboard open to the 
weekly story.  KUTV will also run the Pay It Forward story the following Thursday 
Morning in KUTV2 News This Morning and in the 2News at 7PM on KMYU.    
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CONSUMER AFFAIRS 
I-15 Express Lanes (aired 10/05/2015 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) – On October 5th, drivers 
in Davis County had the option of paying a toll to use the express lanes. UDOT 
described opening the express lanes as the finishing touch of their work on that stretch 
of I-15. The new express lanes also help traffic flow continuously for 70 miles from  
southern Utah to Davis County. This story was significant because it gave drivers the 
option of paying a toll to get through rush hour traffic and it also informed viewers how 
the new express lanes would benefit the community. 
 
Online Fantasy Sports Betting (aired 10/6/2015 @7pm, 1:30 min) - Two major fantasy 
sports companies are at the center of a scandal. A New York Times report shows a 
worker from “Draft Kings” admitted to releasing early data on what specific players were 
most used in starting lineups. That employee went on to win $350,000 later that week 
on the rival fantasy football website “Fan Duel.” According to experts, the fantasy sports 
industry is not regulated and the scandal could mean changes in the future. Both “Draft 
Kings” and “Fan Duel” already banned employees from taking part in gaming on their 
own sites, and have temporarily barred employees from taking part in any other rival 
sites as well. 
 
Drone Registration (aired 10/19/2015 @7pm, 2:00 min) - The Federal Aviation 
Administration is going after drones. It announced new rules requiring owners to register 
their drones. The Department of Transportation is setting up a task force to develop the 
new rules and decide which drones will need to be registered. The plan is to have the 
system in place during the holiday shopping season when tens of thousands of 
recreational drones are expected to be sold. Drones have been causing safety issues in 
the skies recently. Pilots are reporting significant increases in drone sightings in the past 
year—with many of the sightings in restricted airspace. But critics have argued the new 
rules will be difficult to enforce. Rules for use of the drone are not expected to change, 
just the particulars on who has to register and what kind of information needs to be 
provided. Currently, drones are not allowed to fly in restricted airspace, fly above 400 
feet, or within 5 miles of an airport. 
  
Car Seat Back Dangers (aired 10/28/2015 @7pm, 2:00 min) - A warning about car 
seats—not the kind you put your children in, but the ones everyone sits on. Experts say 
in certain crashes, some car seats can break and collapse, causing injury or even killing 
someone. Crash tests show what can happen when a seat breaks—it can launch a 
driver backward and slam into someone’s face sitting behind them. Drivers can also be 
injured or killed when their heads crash into the back seat. According to an 
investigation, nearly every major American and Japanese automaker has seen cases of 
car seats failing in a crash. The investigation found car makers have known about this 
problem with car seat backs for decades, but standards haven’t changed. The National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration says it didn’t have the data to support changing 
the standard. A CBS investigation found at least nine children killed from these types of 
malfunctions. 
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Millcreek Scam Victim (aired 11/02/2015 @7pm on KMYU, 1:45 minutes) – Police 
were searching for a man who is accused of scamming the elderly and vulnerable in 
Millcreek. One woman was scammed out of thousands of dollars by a man named 
Lanny Outcalt. Reports say this man came to her home saying he needed to repair and 
upgrade her alarm system and asked for money. Police say this man followed her to the 
bank and she gave him $2,400. Police also said this man preyed on the elderly who 
may not understand his intentions. This story was significant because it informed 
viewers about this scam artist and let people know what to look for when they are 
approached by a scam artist. It also identified the scam artist and let people know who 
to look for in case he comes their way.  
 
Booster Seat Dangers (aired 11/10/2015 @7pm, 1:30 min) -The Insurance Institute of 
Highway Safety released findings on new car seats on the market. Twenty of the 23 
new booster seats are deemed a “best bet” from the organization. The other three were 
rated “good bets.” The non-profit research group tested both high-back and backless 
seats, measuring how the seat belt fits an average child in just about any vehicle. The 
IIHS is also calling on manufacturers of six older models that aren’t recommended by 
them to stop making their seats.  
 
Scam Tracker (11/11/15 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - There is a new tool available by the 
Better Business Bureau to help warn consumers about scams in their area. The new 
system called 'Scam Tracker' helps scam victims because they’re able to report the 
scam and warn others. The program documents thousands of reported rip offs 
nationwide. There's everything from credit card and charity scams to fake lotteries. 
 
Air Bag Lawsuit (aired 11/11/15 @7pm, 2:00 minutes long) - The story is about a Utah 
woman badly injured in a car crash involving a Takata air bag. She suffered a severe 
vocal injury and isn’t able to talk. Her father, however, is able to talk about how hard this 
is on his daughter. The family is one of many filing lawsuits regarding the faulty air bags. 
 
Early Black Friday Shoppers (aired 11/26/2015 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) - The holiday 
season has become synonymous with the shopping season, and the blitz is currently 
underway across the Wasatch front. More and more stores are opening early on 
Thanksgiving day, rather than midnight on Black Friday.   
 
Gun Range Closure (aired 12/01/2015 @ 7pm, 1:20 minutes) - A number of complaints 
from Washington County residents finding bullets near homes, forced a popular gun 
range to close down. County commissioners say this is a temporary fix until they find 
out where the ammunition is coming from, but the action is upsetting some local gun 
clubs. This story follows the controversial closing of a gun range in southern Utah, and 
what is being done to make it safe. 
 

CRIME AND PUBLIC SAFETY 
Tran Initial Appearance (aired 10/06/2015 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) – A man who said he 
killed three people because his mother told him to made his first appearance in court. 
Alexander Tran could face the death penalty for killing tenants in his home: a 
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grandmother, an infant and a man. This story keeps viewers informed on the justice 
process for a brutal murder. 
 
Law Enforcement Changes (aired 10/06/2015 @7pm on KMYU, 1:45 minutes) – Utah 
Sheriffs and Chiefs of Police gathered in Provo to talk about the future of policing. This 
conversation started after the shooting in Ferguson, Missouri and they wanted to figure 
out what went right and wrong. An officer from the National Association of Chiefs of 
Police told Utah Agencies to create community councils and review police policy. They 
also talked about body cameras and general guidelines. This story was significant 
because it was a local view on a national story and how it effects policing in Utah. They 
brought up several issues that could change the way law enforcement keep people in 
Utah safe and protect the community. 
 
Darrien Hunt Lawsuit (aired 10/7/2015 @7pm, 1:30 min) - There is debate between 
Saratoga Springs police and the mother of Darrien Hunt over a potential lawsuit 
settlement between the two parties. Hunt was shot and killed by police and his mother 
sued the force in a civil rights lawsuit. Saratoga Springs police claimed they settled with 
Susan Hunt for $900,000 but she claims she never signed a deal. Susan says she 
declined the deal because she believed it was a “gag order.” She has now switched 
lawyers for the case. Saratoga Springs police still insist a deal was made and is asking 
a judge to enforce it. 
 
FBI Sex Trafficking (aired 10/14/2015 @7pm, 1:30 min) - The Federal Bureau of 
Investigation announced results of a national operation to find minors involved in sex 
trafficking. The FBI worked with local law enforcement in 135 operations—including one 
in Utah. They rescued 149 minors who were caught in the sex trade and arrested 150 
people accused of exploiting those minors. But in Utah, the FBI says they didn’t find any 
minors involved in sex trafficking, and made zero arrests. In our story, we talked about 
past sex trafficking cases in Utah. The Attorney General has made sex trafficking a 
focus of his administration, but so far has been unable to bring any sex trafficking 
charges against anyone. 
 
Capitol Suspicious Package (aired 10/15/2015 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – A suspicious 
package dropped off by a man in the rotunda of the state capitol turned out to be an 
unloaded rifle.  Officials say a man walked into the capitol, placed the package in the 
center of the rotunda, appeared to say a pray and then walked out.  The building was 
evacuated while troopers investigated.  The bomb squad was called in and determined 
it was an unloaded rifle.  This story explains why officials think this may be a political 
statement and lets viewers know that police are currently searching for the suspect. 
 
Officer Involved Shooting Justified (aired 10/19/2015 @7pm on KMYU, 1:45 
minutes) – There was an officer involved shooting in Salt Lake. A suspect broke into a 
home and began assaulting 2 girls who managed to escape. The officer entered the 
home and found a girl had been stabbed multiple times. The officer fired a shot at the 
suspect, killing him instantly. After an investigation, the District Attorney found the 
shooting was justified and “heroic.” This was significant because the DA described the 
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officer’s actions as heroic which is not a word used to describe officer involved 
shootings. It was also significant because this shooting was ruled justified. 
 
Syracuse Attempted Abduction (aired 10/27/2015 @7pm, 1 minute) ) – Police in 
Syracuse were on the lookout for a man who was offering candy to children walking 
home from school. Parents were informed after children came home and said a 
suspicious man in a van came up to them and offered them candy. No one was 
abducted and every one was safe, but this issue sent many parents and police on high 
alert. This story focused on the safety of the children and also informed parents and 
children about how they can keep their children safe. 
 
Midvale Officer Involved Shooting Update (aired 10/31/2015 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - 
A man mistaken for a suspect is shot by a Unified police officer in Midvale. The man is 
said to be improving in the hospital, but an investigation is underway. This is an update 
to a previous story on KUTV about an officer involved shooting with a dramatic twist: the 
person shot was an innocent bystander. 
 
Samurai Sword Attack (aired 11/2/2015 @7pm, 2:00 min) - A Cedar City man is in jail 
after allegedly attacking two people with a Samurai sword and spitting on police during 
a fight. Police say 26-year-old Jason Wardle got into an argument with a family member 
which turned into a physical fight. Wardle then allegedly grabbed a three foot long 
sword and hit the family member, as well as his own girlfriend. Police say the man also 
kicked a pregnant woman during the scuffle and put up a fight when police arrived. They 
say Wardle, who was drunk, kicked and spit on the officers, so they had to put 
something over his head to subdue him. He was booked on multiple assault charges in 
the Iron County Jail. 
 
Mendoza Sentencing (aired 11/10/2015 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) - Victoria Mendoza 
accepted responsibility for stabbing her girlfriend, Tawnee Baird, 46 times during an 
argument as the couple was driving down I-15. A judge handed down her sentence, 
giving her 16 years to life in prison, but the family of the victim says that’s not enough. 
This story follows a dramatic murder on the freeway, and brings an end to the saga with 
a final sentencing. 
 
West Valley City Dash Cam Police Chase. Aired 11/23/15 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - 
Police released dash cam video showing a police chase of a suspect with warrants for 
his arrest. Authorities say they were partly hindered in the chase when a bystander 
appears to try to use a PIT maneuver to help stop the suspect. However, it backfired, 
and the bystander and the suspect ended up both being arrested. 
 
Sex Trafficking Fight in Utah (aired 11/23/15 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) - The Utah 
Attorney General is fighting to prevent any form of human trafficking in Utah. 2News 
talked to a victim of sex trafficking who nearly died after being abused for years. Both 
Sean Reyes and the victim talk about the problems associated with sex trafficking and 
the need for a solution to protect countless victims. 
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West Valley City Home Invasion (aired 11/27/15 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – A West 
Valley City family was shocked to find an intruder in their home after hearing noises 
coming from their basement. Afraid the intruder had a gun, the father quickly closed the 
basement door, told the intruder to get out and then called 911. The intruder ended up 
escaping out the back of the window, hurting no one in the home. The family wanted to 
share their story to let other residents know the potential risk, and to let others know 
they should have an emergency plan.  
 
Terry Lee Black Not Competent (aired 12/01/2015 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) - Terry Lee 
Black is accused of kidnapping, raping, and killing a young girl back in 2012. Black 
appeared in court today, and was found not fit to stand trial because of mental 
incompetency. Black will spend several months in the state mental hospital in Provo, 
where he will undergo treatment for mental illness including psychotic disorder. This 
story follows up on a tragic death of a young 6-year-old girl. 
 
Former Bus Driver Sentenced for DUI (aired 12/07/2015 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) - 
Judge William K. Kendall handed down the sentence after Lycia Kae Martinez, 40, told 
the court that she was sorry for the incident and was thankful nobody was hurt. The 
judge did not appear sympathetic towards Martinez's explanation of not being aware 
that her medicines were affecting her ability to drive safely. Martinez will serve 10 days 
in jail. This story updates the story many viewers found shocking, and brings it to a 
close. 
 

DIVERSITY 
BYU Speaker Cancels (aired 10/08/2015 @7pm, 1:35 minutes) –  A professor set to 
speak at BYU on religious liberty drops out at the last minute after learning about the 
university's policy of expelling Mormon students who leave the LDS church for another 
religion or other reasons.  He says that school policy violates religious liberty, and felt 
he couldn’t speak on the topic at a University that violates that right. This story 
continues to follow whether it’s ok for BYU to expel students who leave the Mormon 
faith, and let’s viewers know that at least one professor thinks it is not fair in the 
slightest. 
 
Ponderize Mania (aired 10/08/2015 @7pm on KMYU, 1:45 minutes) – “Ponderize” was 
a slogan that went viral after the LDS General Conference. It is a combination of the 
words “ponder” and “memorize.” Some people were making T-shirts and other 
memorabilia with the slogan, but it was causing controversy with some members of the 
LDS Church. There are websites that sell t-shirts and wristbands with the catchphrase 
and some people felt that leaders were trying to get financial gain from LDS General 
Conference. This story was significant because it looked at the impact this catchphrase 
was making for people in the church. It focused on people who liked the phrase and 
people who disagreed with the phrase.  
 
NAACP Halloween Decoration (aired 10/13/2015 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) – A man in 
Roy, Utah had a hanging man in his front yard as part of a Halloween display. The 
NAACP heard about this and asked him to take down the hanging man because it 
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resembled lynching and they felt it was a mockery of that history. The man said he had 
no racist intentions when he built his display and argued that many neighbors enjoyed 
the display. He had been doing extravagant holiday displays for several years and this 
was the first year one of his displays had been the subject of controversy. This story 
was significant because racism is a controversial topic and this man said he built his 
display not knowing he would offend anyone. He also mentioned that he was not 
approached by the NAACP directly, even though they asked him to take down the 
display. 
 
World Congress of Families (aired 10/27/2015 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) – The World 
Congress of Families held a meeting in Salt Lake City where 2,700 people from all over 
the world came to support “a natural family” of a married man and woman and their 
children. Several gay rights groups say they are a hate group and they hold a 
conference responsible for anti-gay laws and anti-gay violence in Russia and Nigeria. 
People involved in the World Congress of Families stressed that they are not a hate 
group and that they represent love and acceptance. This story looked at the group itself 
and what they stand for as well as the conference. In the story, they interviewed people 
from countries all over the world and the conference was about people all over the world 
who share a common belief coming together. 
 
LDS New Same Sex Marriage Policy (aired 11/05/2015 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has released a new policy says members 
who enter into same sex marriage are apostates.  The new policy also says children of 
same sex couples will not be allowed to be members of the faith without meeting certain 
requirements.  This story lets our viewers know about the new policy, give details about 
the news requirements children of same sex couples and explains when the new policy 
takes effect. 
 
BYU Missouri Game (aired 11/9/2015 @7pm, 2:00 min) - A college football team 
brought down a university president after major protest over racial issues in Missouri. 
That protest almost put an end to BYU vs Missouri’s football game. The Missouri 
football team went on strike and refused to play until the university’s president, Tim 
Wolfe, stepped down. Protestors claimed Wolfe wasn’t doing enough to address racially 
charged incidents on campus. Wolfe stepped down, and the game was scheduled to go 
on. In our story, we talked to BYU coaches and players about they thought about the 
strike. We also spoke with minorities on BYU’s campus, to see how they felt about racial 
issues at their university. 
 
Foster Care Story Follow Up (aired 11/12/15 @7pm, 1:15 minutes long) - A Utah 
judge has received national attention for refusing to allow a lesbian couple to continue 
to foster an infant. The judge claimed there was evidence indicating a child would have 
more problems growing up in a same sex orientated family. The story received national 
attention. 
 
Judge Reverses Foster Parent Order (aired 11/13/2015 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) - A 
judge has reversed himself in a same sex foster care case out of Carbon County. His 
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reversal means a baby girl will stay with two married women for now. There’s another 
hearing December 4th to determine where the baby will stay permanently.  
 
Jihad Class Controversy (aired 11/19/15 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) - Parents of Salem 
Junior High students were upset after a teacher organized a class project to learn more 
about Jihad. Parents were concerned because students started researching how to join 
Isis to learn about the recruiting techniques for the project. School officials talked to the 
teacher and cancelled the class assignment. 
 
Polygamy Rescue Home Opens (aired 11/27/15 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) - A Utah 
organization opens a new rescue home for people or families trying to escape 
polygamy. In Hildale, Utah and Colorado City (known as twin cities) at least half the 
residents belong to the FLDS Church, which practices polygamy. This new home is 
geared toward helping people escape that lifestyle if they choose. 
 

EDUCATION 
Utah Tuition Increase (aired 10/5/2015 @7pm, 1:30 min) - Tuition is going up again at 
Utah colleges and universities, and some lawmakers want it to stop. At the University of 
Utah, tuition is up $150 from last year. Members of the higher education legislative 
committee say over the past 15 years, tuition has tripled and that is too much of an 
increase. But higher education officials say tuition is actually lower in Utah than other 
states and tuition increased because the state cut funding. Utah used to pay 75% of 
college costs, but now it only pays 50%, and the rest is made up of tuition. 
 
Charter School Problems (aired 10/13/2015 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – Nearly 70,000 
students attend charter schools in Utah, but a recent study showed charter schools 
aren’t keeping their teachers year after year resulting in fewer teachers. One school 
reported a 6% retention rate. One teacher said charter schools are looking for a set of 
specific characteristics in teachers and sometimes the teacher doesn’t work well with 
the school. Teachers are also expected to be licensed but sometimes a teacher’s talent 
and ability to teach may allow them to make the cut without a teaching degree. This was 
significant because several students attend charter schools in Utah and they often get 
new teachers each year. This issue also affects teachers because some teachers may 
be out of a job after one school year. It also showed how charter schools should keep 
up with their growth and keep teachers around longer. 
 
Ivins Medical School (aired 10/19/2015 @7pm on KMYU, 1:30 minutes) – For a long 
time, there was only one medical school in the state of Utah, which is the University of 
Utah. The the city of Ivins announced they will be building a second medical school in 
the state of Utah known as Rocky Vista University College of Osteopathic Medicine. 
They announced they are building a 100,000 square foot building on 32 acres near the 
Southern Utah VA facility. This story was significant because this gives people 
interested in the medical field another option when it comes to education. It also looked 
at the type of medicine the school would emphasize and how it would compare to the 
University of Utah. This story also looked at the possible number of students and 
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teachers that will go to this school, creating more job opportunities for teachers and 
opening future opportunities for students. 
 
Student Loan Scams (aired 10/20/2015 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – Students often 
struggle to pay off student loans after their graduation. This story looked at student loan 
scams that charge students to help consolidate their loans and they get them to pay a 
fee for their help. A financial aid expert mentioned that FAFSA is a free application for 
federal student aid and emphasized the word “free.” They said if a company asks you to 
pay for help in paying off student loans, then it is a scam. This story looked at ways 
students and graduates can look for student loan scams and also provided advice for 
paying off student loans. 
 
Common Core Ruling (aired 11/3/2015 @7pm, 1:30 min) - Common Core opponents 
were thrown out of court. Those opponents included educators and parents who were 
suing to stop the state plan, which aims to raise school standards. They say Utah’s 
Common Core standards were wrongfully adopted, without any public hearing. But the 
State Board of Education says the plan is working and claims that Common Core will 
improve student learning over time. The Board of Education says it will meet with any 
parents, teachers or principals if they are asked. 
 
Washington County Hack Prep (aired 11/5/2015 @7pm, 2:00 min) - A recent cyber-
attack scare that targeted the Salt Lake City School District has other districts worried 
about their security. The Washington County School District says it has full time cyber 
security personnel and extreme measures are in place to make sure its data is secure. 
Experts say they experience cyber-attacks almost on a daily basis. Personnel keep an 
eye on nearly 10,000 computers in the Washington County School District at a data 
center for the district. 
 
School District Expansion Problems (aired 11/17/2015 @7pm on KMYU, 1:30 
minutes) – The Canyons School board met and discussed the possibility of creating 
new district boundaries and expanding the new Corner Canyon High School. This 
discussion outraged several parents because they do not want their children to change 
schools for social and educational reasons. Corner Canyon High School is also just two- 
years-old and already overcrowded, where enrollment at Alta High School is very low 
and the school is losing offerings. The school board met to come up with a solution to 
this problem and changing boundaries was one of the options up for discussion. 
Redistricting would benefit Jordan and Alta High School but parents at Corner Canyon 
High School were not happy. This story was significant because many people attend 
those schools and changing the school boundaries would have a great effect on the 
student’s social and academic lives. It informed our viewers about the issues facing 
each high school and it brought up different solutions to those problems. No decision 
has been made yet, but this is an issue that will be up for discussion until the school 
board finds a solution. 
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ENVIRONMENT 
Cleaner Buses (aired 10/01/2015 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) – The air in Utah will be a little 
cleaner as old school buses are being taken off the road. According to officials, many 
school districts are keeping older buses on the roads because of their budget, but now 
there's some new money to replace them. This is story lets the public know what the 
schools and state are doing to create cleaner air in Utah. 
 
Illegal Poaching (aired 10/27/2015 @7pm, 1:05 minutes) – Wildlife agencies in 
southern Utah are looking for suspects responsible for brutally poaching more than 10 
deer in Cedar City. A hunter said he had witnessed one person being cruel to an animal 
and the division of wildlife service’s said that poaching is growing problem in Utah. This 
story was significant because there are many hunters in Utah and poaching is a 
problem among hunters. This story also showed blurred photos of what these poachers 
are doing to animals and gave viewers a visual idea of the problem they are facing. It 
also emphasized the difference between hunting and being cruel to animals. 
 
Utah Air Quality of Life (aired 11/16/15 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - The story is about a 
new study regarding Utah’s quality of life. The Utah Foundation, a non-profit, released 
its bi-annual report on the state’s quality of life. A big problem on the list is Utah’s air 
quality, which suffers during winter inversion. Utahans are concerned about the poor air 
quality. 
 
Park City Ski Resort (aired 11/20/15 @7pm, 1 minute 30 seconds) - Park city prepares 
to open its slopes for a historic day in Utah. Many locals and visitors highly anticipated 
the opening of the largest ski resort in the country that happened on 11/21. Only a 
footprint of the resort was available. Park City officials said they will open all new 
improvements and the Quicksilver Gondola during the first or second week of 
December. 
 
Lawsuit against DEQ (aired 12/2/2015 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) - Two groups have joined 
together and sued the Tesoro oil company in Salt Lake as well as the Department of 
Environmental Quality, saying the refinery is polluting the air we breathe. The groups 
say DEQ shouldn’t have allowed the company to expand because it’s contributing to the 
air pollution.  
 
San Juan River Hearing (aired 12/09/15 @7pm, 1 minute 30 seconds) – It's been 
about four months since the Animas River was flooded with millions of gallons of 
contaminated mine water. The full Committee of Natural Resources had a hearing to 
discuss the Department of the Interior's Role in the Environmental Protection Agency's 
damaging Animas spill. The meeting was held in Washington D.C. and the Department 
of Interior gave the EPA's testimony on the spill and how to deal with it now and in the 
future. The discussion was concerning the many communities in New Mexico, Colorado 
and Southeastern Utah that are dealing with the reproductions now and in the future. 
The committee questioned whether the right people are investigating the spill, but still 
there's a lot of work ahead in order to recover what's been lost. 
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Much Needed Snow (aired 12/14/2015 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) – The first snowstorm of 
the season was in full force and we had team coverage of the snow storm. Our reporter 
was covering the snowy and icy road conditions and a weather anchor was up in the 
mountains covering snow totals. This was significant because the snowstorm was 
happening during the morning commute and people were going to be driving to work 
during a snowstorm. There were several accidents on the road and officers and road 
crews had a hard time keeping up with the accidents. This story was a topic for the 
entire day and many people changed their plans due to the weather. 
 

GOVERNMENT/POLITICAL 
Homeless Initiative (aired 10/01/2015 @7pm, 1:00 minutes) – – Advocates for Salt 
Lake City’s homeless are fighting for more cops and more taxes. Crossroads Urban 
Center and Salt Lake clergy say homelessness is growing, and action is needed. 
They’re fighting for a $30 million city bond to help the homeless. This story lets viewers 
know how advocates and others are fighting to get homeless off the street in Salt Lake 
City. 
 
Dabakis (aired 10/05/2015 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) – Democratic Senator Jim Dabakis 
went to the White House and asked for a new monument in Utah. He asked for a big 
monument called the Bears Ears or Greater Canyonlands monument in Canyonlands 
National Park. Senator Dabakis noted that Utah lawmakers would seize federal land in 
Utah and he went to the White House to stop that plan. This story was significant 
because it involved the preservation of 2 million acres of land in Utah and it could 
possibly lead to a new national park in the state of Utah. 
 
Miller Charged/Resigns (aired 10/09/2015 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) Utah State 
Representative Justin Miller resigned from his position and pleaded guilty after being 
charged with felony communications fraud. In November 2011, Miller became campaign 
manager for Ben McAdams' Salt Lake County mayoral campaign. In his capacity he 
was authorized to write checks on behalf of the campaign account for expenses related 
to the campaign. But when he ended up using campaign funds for personal use, he 
didn’t reimburse the campaign fund. This story lets voters know that one of their 
representatives pleaded guilty to a felony and left the legislature.  
 
Planned Parenthood Protest (aired 10/10/2015 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - Pro-life groups 
took a stand outside a Planned Parenthood clinic in Salt Lake. The demonstration was 
similar to others that played out across the country. This story let’s viewers know the 
latest on the controversial issue of whether harvesting organs from babies is ethical or 
not, and covers both sides of the issue. 
 
Huntsman No Labels (aired 10/12/2015 @7pm, 2:00 min) - Some of the country's 
biggest movers and shakers are joining forces in an effort to end political gridlock in 
Washington, D.C. Utah's former governor, Jon Huntsman Jr., is leading the campaign 
called “No Labels.” The group put together a national strategic agenda, consisting of 
four critical issues they say the country needs to work on: jobs, a balanced budget, 
energy self-sufficiency and correcting entitlement when it comes to the fiscal cliff. The 
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effort has attracted dozens of congressmen, including 37 Republicans, 43 Democrats 
and one independent. There are no active members of Congress on the list from Utah. 
 
New F35s (aired 10/13/2015 @7pm, 1:10 minutes) – A ceremony will be held tomorrow 
at Hill Air Force Base to welcome more F35 fighter jets to Utah. Hill is Utah's largest 
employer and a pillar of state prosperity. In a time when military spending may be cut 
back and military bases are being closed, the F35 gives Hill a better chance to survive, 
and continues to be Utah’s largest employer at high federal wages. This story let’s 
viewers know how additional F35s at Hill will impact the economy in Utah. 
 
Marco Rubio in Utah (aired 10/19/2015 @7pm on KMYU, 1:30 minutes) – Presidential 
candidate Marco Rubio made a campaign stop in Utah and hundreds of people came to 
his public rally. This story focused on the rally and some of the issues that Marco Rubio 
is emphasizing for his campaign. This was significant because a Presidential candidate 
was in Utah speaking to the community. It is not every day that a potential President or 
presidential candidate speaks to people in Utah and it was a major political event. 
 
Homeless Billboard (aired 10/28/2015 @7pm, 1:30 min) – When there were just days 
to go in the tight race for Salt Lake City mayor, a message on a freeway billboard is 
proclaiming a tall order. It suggests challenger Jackie Biskupski will completely end 
homelessness. A political action committee is behind the message, not the Biskupski 
campaign. A Biskupski spokesperson says the campaign is calling for the billboard to be 
taken down. A lawyer who represents the company who formed the PAC says it was put 
up to bring public attention to important issues. Current Mayor Ralph Becker says the 
message is a little extreme. 
 
Salt Lake City Mayoral Debate (aired 10/28/2015 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – The two 
candidates for Salt Lake City mayor squared off tonight in their final debate.  The race 
between Mayor Ralph Becker and Jackie Biskupski is very close and with less than a 
week until Election Day, they tried to win over the undecided voters.  Both candidates 
gave their opinion on police shootings, sexual harassment among city workers and 
dealing with the homeless problem in the city.  This story explains that many voters in 
the packed auditorium are still undecided and reminds viewers that Election Day is one 
week away. 
 
Count My Vote (aired 11/09/2015 @7pm on KMYU, 1:30 minutes) – This story was a 
continuation for “count my vote.” Under new rules, the GOP announced they can 
choose a convention, a petition or both to find a candidate. Under the new count my 
vote compromise, count my vote can define a Republican candidate. The rules state the 
GOP can choose a convention, petition or both to find a candidate. State lawmakers 
were not happy about the new ruling saying it was unfair. This story was significant 
because it looked at how the Republican Party picked their candidates and it also 
showed that many people were not happy with the methods. Various lawmakers 
expressed their concern and talked about different ways it affected the Republican Party 
in Utah. 
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Governor on SB54 (aired 11/12/2015 @7pm, 1:30 min) - New rules are causing 
confusion within the Republican party. SB54 means a person who tries to get on the 
Republican primary ballot with a petition may lose his or her party membership. The 
Republican party, the Utah Attorney General, and a federal judge all agree the new rule 
is confusing, and potentially self-contradictory. The Governor initially said he will go to 
the Republican Convention and gather petitions to get on the primary ballot. But, that 
could mean he is ousted from the party. Some say the issue will be resolved before that 
happens. The Governor says he may hold off after all. 
 
Mayoral Results (aired 11/17/2015 @7pm on KMYU, 1:30 minutes) – Salt Lake City 
just held their elections for mayor and Jackie Biskupski beat Ralph Becker in the race. 
The final count was 51.5% for Biskupski and 48.5% for Becker. Biskupski said she 
plans to work on Salt Lake City’s homeless problem and was open to moving the 
homeless shelter. This story was significant because Jackie Biskupski is Salt Lake 
City’s first openly gay female mayor and it was a significant election. This story focused 
on the results and it did bring up some of the issues she plans to work on as mayor of  
Salt Lake City.  
 
Governor Considers Restrictions Against Syrian Refugees (aired 11/19/15 @7pm, 
1:25 minutes) – Utah’s Governor Herbert is asking for the Utah Department of Public 
Safety to look at vetting procedures for Syrian refugees immigrating to Utah. However, 
Republican lawmakers in Utah want to pause allowing Syrian refugees into the state 
until that review has been complete. This follows two mass shootings believed to have 
terrorist connections. 
 
Lee and Hatch talk Syrian refugees (aired 11/23/15 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) - This story 
came up at a time when state leaders were speaking out against Syrian refugees 
coming to America. Senators Orrin Hatch and Mike Lee were opposed to allowing 
Syrian refugees into the country saying terrorists can pose as refugees to get into the 
country and kill Americans. The week before this story aired, the United States House of 
Representatives voted a bill to limit the President’s authority to take refugees. All four 
members from Utah voted for the bill. This story was significant because it was a 
national issue that was up for discussion and it localized that issue. Many viewers are 
hearing about the issue from a national level and they probably wanted to know what 
their locals viewers had to say about Syrian refugees. 
 
Olene Walker Obit (aired 11/28/2015 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - Olene Walker, Utah's first 
and only female governor, has died. She was 85. Walker, the state's 15th governor, 
died from natural causes Saturday morning in Salt Lake City. She served as governor 
from November 2003 until January 2005, following Gov. Michael O. Leavitt. This story 
remembers Walker’s time in office and the impact she had on Utah. 
 

HEALTH/HEALTHCARE 
Medicaid Expansion (aired 10/13/2015 @7pm, 1:00 minutes) – There were many 
debates about healthcare and Medicaid at the state Capitol. Republican representatives 
met to discuss the fate of Utah’s healthcare plan. The Herbert Administration expects 
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the current Medicaid expansion plan to fail, but they hope the plan can be changed and 
get the votes they need. Medicaid expansion has been a hot topic in Utah politics for 
several years and Governor Herbert’s Healthy Utah Plan had been voted down in the 
Utah House of Representatives. This was significant because healthcare is a major 
issue in Utah and several lawmakers were in a closed door meeting talking about 
healthcare and Medicaid. It affects several people in the state and the outcome could 
make a medical and financial difference in their lives. 
 
Genomics Lab (aired 10/13/2015 @7pm, 1:30 min) - A more precise way to treat 
cancer has made its way to St. George. The laboratory aims to help customize 
treatment based on the patient’s DNA. Doctors are able to take patient samples and 
identify abnormalities in their cancer that has caused their cancer to grow. That allows 
doctors to customize treatments for the cancer. This new way of treatment can even be 
affordable for some. Doctors say with this type of testing, they can work with insurance 
companies to have it covered.  
 
Medicaid & Criminal Reform (aired 10/21/2015 @7pm, 1:30 min) - Salt Lake County 
and some state leaders want more treatment and less jail time for some convicted 
criminals. The county mayor says most of the people put in jail should be in substance 
abuse treatment or mental health counseling rather than behind bars. But, finding 
funding for treatment is what is causing trouble. Federal Medicaid would pay for 
treatment, but Utah lawmakers turned that money down. Medicaid would have paid 90% 
of the costs for treating most substance abuse and mental illness. That means 
taxpayers will have to pay the bill.  
 
Bacon and Cancer (aired 10/26/2015 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) –The World Health 
Organization came out with a study that showed that there was a link between colon 
cancer and processed meats leading many people to think that bacon causes cancer. 
Local doctors came out and said that when eaten in large amounts, bacon and 
processed meats can increase a person’s risk for cancer. They said it is only a problem 
if they are eaten out of proportion and that this study does not mean bacon is 
dangerous. They informed people that they do not need to change their eating habits 
but may want to scale back if they consume bacon every day. This was significant 
because as people were hearing that bacon could give you cancer, doctors wanted to 
let viewers know that they don’t need to make any drastic changes to their diets and 
they wanted to clarify the World Health Organizations’ statement on bacon and 
processed meats. 
 
Arches Plan Ceases (aired 10/27/2015 @7pm, 1:00) – Arches Healthcare ceased 
operations leaving many people in Utah without health insurance and 60 people without 
jobs. Arches Healthcare provided health insurance to nearly 60,000 people and now 
that the company is shutting down, they will need to look somewhere else for health 
insurance. The company heard that they would not receive $27 million from the federal 
government to pay for bills and insurance claims and if they didn’t make up the financial 
shortfall, then they would go out of business. This was significant because it meant 60 
people were out of work and 60,000 people were left to look for different health 
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insurance. This was also right before the open enrollment period started and people 
affected would need to start searching for a new health insurance provider and possibly 
new benefits as well. 
 
Hepatitis C Special Needs Kids (aired 11/09/2015 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) – Four 
thousand Utahans received letters saying they may have contracted a rare form of 
hepatitis at a local hospital.  Letters are being sent out from McKay Dee Hospital telling 
patients they may have been exposed to Hepatitis C and they need to be tested.  This 
story explains how the exposure happened and when it could have happened.  It also 
lets those patients know chances of contracted the disease are extremely low but 
emphasizes taking advantage of the free test is very important just to be sure.  As 
potential victims continue to be tested, some are saying they're frustrated by the 
hospital's response. Other families are claiming their children with special needs are at 
greater risk from the outbreak. This story follows the Hepatitis C exposure, and the 
dangers it poses to special needs children. 
 
Costco Ebola Chicken (aired 11/24/15 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - There was a recall alert 
for a certain type of chicken salad sold at Costco stores after people in several states, 
including Utah, contracted Ebola. The Utah Health Department is warning people the 
chicken salad was sold between a month long period and they want Utah residents to 
be aware it may still be in their fridge. Residents are advised to check the dates of any 
chicken salad they bought from Costco. 
 
Inversion & Heart Attacks (aired 12/01/2015 @7pm, 1:20 minutes) - Utah's mid-winter 
inversion is making a comeback and earlier than usual. The bad air is more than a 
nuisance, it's harmful to our health and now one Utah doctor believes it could be linked 
to higher heart attack risk. New research from a cardiologist at Intermountain Medical 
Center adds to decades of findings showing that bad air is bad for our health. This new 
study of patients along the Wasatch front clearly shows heart attack risk and inversion 
are linked. This story lets viewers know that when there’s inversion, their risk of heart 
attack may go up. 

 
YOUTH AND FAMILY 
STEM: Utah Afterschool Network (aired 10/6/2015 @7pm, 2:00 minutes) – STEM is a 
statewide network of afterschool programs that works to provide education to Utah's 
youth. Parents want afterschool programs to include STEM opportunities. The 
organization is working to integrate these opportunities into afterschool programs in 
Utah which are in very high demand. Viewers benefit by knowing what opportunities are 
available to their families and which ones include science, technology, education and 
math opportunities for their kids.   
 
Family Photos (aired 10/11/2015 @7pm, 3:00 minutes) - This was a guest segment 
involving local photographer Mckenzie Deakins. She talked about tips for taking family 
photos and during the segment, she showed various examples of outfits, lighting and 
poses for family photos. This segment was significant because fall is a time when 
families are taking their family photos and this segment gave viewers tips on taking the 
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best family photo. It showed photo examples that gave viewers ideas on poses and 
outfits and she also provided tips on keeping children entertained during a photo 
session. 
 
World Congress of Families (aired 10/27/2015 @7pm, 1:10 minutes) – The World 
Congress of Families held a meeting in Salt Lake City where 2,700 people from all over 
the world came to support “a natural family” of a married man and woman and their 
children. Several gay rights groups say they are a hate group and they hold a 
conference responsible for anti-gay laws and anti-gay violence in Russia and Nigeria. 
People involved in the World Congress of Families stressed that they are not a hate 
group and that they represent love and acceptance. This story looked at the group itself 
and what they stand for as well as the conference. In the story, they interviewed people 
from countries all over the world and the conference was about people all over the world 
who share a common belief coming together. 
 
Preemie Stuck in Florida (aired 11/12/15 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - A baby who was born 
3 months early after the Utah mother went into labor on a cruise ship is stuck in a 
Florida hospital. The family, who lives in Utah, has to commute from Utah to Florida to 
see the infant, because the baby is too little to move to Utah. The family is suffering 
medical expenses with the situation and is asking for help. 
 
Ski Season Opens in Utah (aired 11/18/15 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - The Utah ski 
season is officially open and ski resorts are offering major discounts for Utah families for 
skiing and snowboarding to start off the season. The ski resorts don’t have very much 
natural snow yet, but plenty of machine made snow to start the season. They’re hoping 
families will still visit. 
 
Firefighter Calendar (aired 11/20/15 @7pm, 1:30 minutes) - Several Unified Fire 
Authority firefighters agreed to bare their chests for a calendar to help raise money for 
cancer research. 2News interviewed several of the firefighters involved, including their 
significant others, about how they felt about the calendar. Two of the firefighters say 
they know someone fighting cancer, and say that’s a main part of their reason to be part 
of this. 
 
Candy Cane Corner (aired 11/30/2015 @7pm, 2:30 minutes) – Thousands of Utahans 
who have fallen on hard times will be able to shop for gifts this holiday season.  They’ll 
be able to shop for free thanks to many volunteers who have created a pop-up store 
called “candy cane corner.”   The volunteers have turned an old high school gym into a 
holiday store for homeless families.  This story explains how “candy cane corner” works 
and lets viewers know how they can help. 
 
Hour of Code (aired 12/07/2015 @7pm, 1:10 minutes) - Governor Gary Herbert put on 
a coding hat and tried to learn to code computers with Utah students. He says a person 
who can code a computer can get a good-paying job easily.  The governor says Utah 
has three techy jobs for every job applicant, and he is encouraging kids to study science 
technology engineering and math.  
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Provo High Moving (aired 12/09/2015 @7pm, 1:15 minutes) - Provo high school is 
moving. The decision comes just a few months after district officials announced they 
had received an unsolicited bid for the current school property. They may not know who 
is buying the property for quite some time because now the district says several other 
bidders have thrown their hat into the ring and want to buy the property, but for now the 
only thing that is certain is the school won’t be here much longer.  
 

FRANCHISES: 
Pay It Forward: 
The Farm at Garner Village (aired 10/8/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Horses, cows, 
rabbits, alpacas, chickens, donkeys, and dozens of other animals call The Farm home. 
All now have a better life than from where they came. It is also a sanctuary for children 
with special needs who find quiet therapy with the gentle beasts. Our story highlighted 
the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Lifting Hearts Support Group (aired 10/15/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Kara Herron, 
Bethanie Newby and Colette Harris are breast cancer survivors. But during treatment 
they realized there wasn't a strong support system available to answer their questions. 
These three friends founded their own breast cancer support group called Lifting Hearts. 
It is the largest support group of its kind in Utah and touts 400 members. Our story 
highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Connor’s Toy Drive (aired 10/22/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Connor Quigg is a 
healthy five-year-old now but that's after years of surgeries and treatments for bilateral 
club feet. It was all made possible, without putting his parents into financial chaos, 
thanks to Shriners Hospital for Children. Connor wanted to provide a merry Christmas 
for other children in the hospital. Connor’s Toy Drive collects hundreds of toys that will 
fill the halls of Shriners Children’s Hospital. Our story highlighted the cause and showed 
viewers how they could help. 
 
Kids Eat! (aired 10/29/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – It's estimated that one out of every 
five children living in Utah goes hungry each day. Lynda Brown want to do something 
about it. The 20-year-old volunteer at the Boys and Girls Club in Murray created the 
Kids Eat! organization to provide backpacks filled with seven meals to students so they 
have food all weekend. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they 
could help. 
 
Carson’s Courage Cars (aired 1/5/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Carson Cheney was 
crushed under a headstone at a Park City cemetery in 2012. To remember their son, 
Hilary and Zac began hiding cars around hospitals in his name. It provided a moment of 
joy for any child that found them. Now Carson's Courage Cars is collecting Hot Wheels 
cars to be delivered to kids at Primary Children's Hospital at Christmas. Our story 
highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
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Canines with a Cause (aired 11/12/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Every single day in 
this country 22 military veterans struggling with PTSD claim their own lives. There are 
programs out there that can help, if the veteran is willing, or able, to reach out and ask 
for help. Canines With A Cause trains and provides service animals for several people, 
including veterans suffering with PTSD. Our story highlighted the cause and showed 
viewers how they could help. 
 
Ronald McDonald House Fish Tank (aired 11/19/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – The 
Ronald McDonald House in Salt Lake City recently remodeled to help more families. 
The plans included a space in the main lobby for a giant fish tank to entertain children. 
The problem is that no fish tank was available. That's until fish expert Bruce Ewald of 
Aquatic Tranquility updated a donated tank and now volunteers his time and resources 
to bring the tank to life. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they 
could help. 
 
The Thanksgiving Project (aired 11/26/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – More than a 
decade ago, the owner the Denny’s in Tooele, Chad Fullmer, opened the doors of his 
restaurant to anyone who needed a warm meal on Thanksgiving but couldn't afford it. 
He served more than a hundred people that first night. His program grew each year and 
Chad realized there were many people who couldn't make it to the restaurant. So he 
created The Thanksgiving Project to deliver food to hundreds of people throughout the 
Tooele Valley. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could 
help. 
 
Break From Cancer (aired 12/3/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – People fighting cancer 
often become consumed by their treatments. There are doctor visits, blood tests, 
radiation and chemotherapy. Getting a break from cancer, even if for just a few hours or 
days, can bring new hope. That's why Greg Thorpe created Just-a-Break from Cancer. 
The non-profit gathers donated gift certificates from restaurants and hotels and provides 
them to cancer patients. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they 
could help. 
 
Sharing Hope (aired 12/10/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – The holidays are time for 
family. But many moms to be dealing with high risk pregnancies find themselves sitting 
in a hospital bed during the holidays. That's why Lisa Barlow created the organization 
Sharing Hope. Lisa's army of volunteers provides hundreds of gift bags for women stuck 
in the hospital during Christmas time. Sharing Hope delivers these gift bags to 28 
hospitals throughout Utah and neighboring states. Our story highlighted the cause and 
showed viewers how they could help. 
 
Occupy Christmas (aired 12/17/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – When Bobbie Lemmons 
was 8-years-old she found out about Ogden’s homeless problem. She started Occupy 
Christmas and picketed in front of businesses to collect donations from shoppers. She 
provides clothing, blankets, food and toys to four different charities in Ogden. Our story 
highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
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Change for Christmas (aired 12/24/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – The students of 
Stewart Elementary in Centerville were looking for a charity to benefit from the holiday 
season. They collect change and buy supplies that are given to the Bountiful Food 
Pantry. The food is provided to Davis County children who often don’t eat over the 
weekend. Our story highlighted the cause and showed viewers how they could help. 
 
The Cat Lady (aired 12/31/2015 @7pm, 3:30 minutes) – Tooele County has a feral cat 
problem. But Naida Parkinson is doing something about that. Naida captures the cats, 
has them fixed and then returns them. Then, she goes out every night of the week and 
feeds some 200 cats so they can live out their days. Our story highlighted the cause 
and showed viewers how they could help. 
 

PERSON 2 PERSON 
Fred Adams (aired @7pm, 10/5/2015, 5:00 min) - Fred Adams is the man behind the 
Utah Shakespeare Festival, which just wrapped up its 54th season in Cedar City. He sat 
down with Shauna Lake, Person 2 Person, to discuss how Shakespeare inspired him. 
Adams, who directed the festival for 42 years, said the festival was more of a hobby and 
passion than a job, and claimed he never worked a day in his life. After he retired as 
director, he continues to have a passion for the arts, and spends his time fund raising 
for the festival. Viewers learned what got the festival started and what Adams hopes will 
be the future of the Utah Shakespeare Festival. 
 
Bishnu Adhikari (aired @7pm 10/12/2015, 5:00 min) - Bishnu Adhikari was featured in 
the popular film “Meet the Mormons” for his humanitarian work in the country of Nepal. 
Adhikari grew up in poverty in Nepal, but went on to study civil engineering in Russia. 
While in that country, he joined the LDS church. He decided to get into humanitarian 
work when he returned home and saw the struggles of his mother and other villagers. 
Now he works with CHOICE Humanitarian as its in country director in Nepal. There, he 
helps build roads, schools and water systems for poor villages. Adhikari sat down with 
Shauna Lake, Person 2 Person, to talk about his humanitarian work and the recognition 
he’s getting after the release of “Meet the Mormons.” 
 
Carrie Brinton (aired @7pm, 10/19/2015, 4:45 min) - Carrie Brinton is an accomplished 
entrepreneur who founded Elase Medical Spas and the National Institute of Medical 
Aesthetics. Both businesses got their start in Utah. Elase operates three medical spas 
across the Wasatch Front and NIMA now offers courses for medical aestheticians in 
Salt Lake City, Las Vegas, Denver and Seattle. Brinton has known she wanted to be in 
business since she was a young girl and worked toward that goal her whole life. After 
spending some time in the corporate world, she decided to come back to Utah and got 
an idea to start her own business in the spa industry, which has seen massive success. 
Brinton is also a married mother of four. She sat down with Shauna Lake, Person 2 
Person, to talk about how she juggles work and family. 
 
Michelle Munson (aired @7pm, 10/26/2015, 5:00 min) - Michelle Munson is a brilliant 
engineer who founded the technology company, Aspera, which was acquired by IBM. 
She now serves as its CEO, and a branch of the company is located in Lehi, Utah. 
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Munson also co-invented the high-speed file transfer technology called “FASP.” After 
growing up on a farm in Kansas, she received degrees in electrical engineering and 
physics from Kansas State University. She also studied computer science at Cambridge 
University in the United Kingdom. After working for a few start-ups in Silicon Valley, 
Munson co-founded Aspera with Serban Simu, who she also married. Michelle Munson 
talked with Shauna Lake, Person 2 Person, to discuss being in an industry with few 
women, working alongside her husband, and how education played a big part in her 
success. 
 
Shannon Hale (aired @7pm, 11/2/2015, 5:30 min) - Shannon Hale is a Utah native and 
a New York Times best-selling author who has written 15 books for children and young 
adults, as well as three novels for adults. Her third book, Princess Academy, received a 
Newbery Honor. Another novel, titled Austenland, recently came to life on the big 
screen as a major motion picture. Hale has also co-written graphic novels with her 
husband. The team is now working on a chapter book for young readers. Although Hale 
is a very successful writer, she says she faced a lot of rejection to get that first novel 
published. She still gets rejected, even today. She sat down Person 2 Person with 
Shauna Lake to talk about her life as a writer what it was like to see one of her books 
turned into a movie. 
 
Lane Beattie (aired @7pm, 11/9/2015, 5:00 min) - Lane Beattie is the president and 
CEO of the Salt Lake Chamber. He was elected to the Utah State Senate in 1988, and 
then served as the Senate president from 1994-2000. When he decided to step down 
from politics, Beattie says Governor Mike Leavitt called him up and asked him to serve 
as the Chief State Olympic Officer. Soon after the Olympics, Beattie took over the helm 
of the Salt Lake Chamber, where he has supported issues like education and 
transportation in Utah. Shauna Lake talked with him Person 2 Person to learn more 
about what he has done to put the state of Utah on the map. 
 
Elaine Bradley (aired @7pm, 11/16/2015, 5:20 min) - Elaine Bradley is a rock star and 
mother of three. She is the drummer for the successful band, “Neon Trees,” which got 
its start in Provo, Utah. Bradley tells Shauna Lake of her family, fame and faith in their 
Person 2 Person interview. Bradley’s husband, Sebastian, stays at home with their 
children when she is out on tour with the band. Bradley says “Neon Trees” had a rough 
start, and had to scrimp and save in their early years. Bradley served a LDS mission 
before her music career took off. She took part in the LDS Church’s “I’m a Mormon” 
campaign. But she tells Shauna she did have a rebellious path at one point in her life 
before she really figured out what she believed. 
 
Kurt Bestor (aired @7pm, 11/23/2015, 5:30 min) - Kurt Bestor is an Emmy Award-
winning and Grammy nominated composer and performer. His annual “A Kurt Bestor 
Christmas” concert has become a holiday tradition for many Utah families. Bestor 
moved to Orem, Utah with his family in 1966 from Wisconsin. He and his family 
eventually joined the LDS Church and he served a LDS mission in Yugoslavia. In his 
Person 2 Person interview, he told Shauna Lake that he got engaged the night he 
returned from his mission. After 20 years, his marriage to his first wife ended. Bestor 
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said his music helped him through his first and second divorces. He eventually met and 
married his third wife, and they have a six-year-old child together. Viewers learned that 
this would be the last year for “A Kurt Bestor Christmas” at Abravanel Hall. Next season, 
his holiday music will be performed at a new theater being built in downtown Salt Lake. 
 
Crawford Gates (aired @7pm, 11/30/2015 5:20 min) - Crawford Gates is a classical 
composer who was also a guest composer for the Utah Symphony dozens of times. He 
has written and arranged hundreds of pieces of music during his 93 years of life. Gates 
told Shauna Lake in his Person 2 Person interview that he knew at age 8 he wanted to 
be a composer. When he was 25 years old, he was contacted by Maurice Abravanel, 
the music director for the Utah Symphony. Abravanel had wanted a copy of the score to 
one of his pieces, Promised Valley. That interaction led to a special relationship with 
Abravanel and the Utah Symphony. Abravanel invited Gates to guest conduct for the 
symphony 25 times during his tenure. Promised Valley is known as one of Gates’ most 
popular and successful works. Gates hopes his musical legacy will live on, and wants to 
be remembered as a good conductor and good composer. 
 
Karen Gunn (aired @7pm, 12/7/2015, 5:20 min) - Karen Gunn is the Associate Provost 
of Economic Development and Business Partnerships at Salt Lake Community College. 
She recently received the ATHENA Award from the Salt Lake Chamber, which is given 
to someone who has demonstrated creativity, excellence and initiative in business. In 
her Person 2 Person interview, Gunn told Shauna Lake her job as a corporate manger 
and executive laid the foundation for where she is today. She took a risk to be an 
entrepreneur and ended up building a company form the ground up, and eventually sold 
it. Gunn found her way back into education and joined Salt Lake Community College. 
She has been with SLCC for 23 years. Gunn is passionate about women in the 
workforce, and says great strides have been made, but more needs to be done when it 
comes to pay equality and more. Gunn also discussed with Shauna what it was like 
spending most of her career as a single mom. 
 
Lexi Walker (aired @7pm, 12/14/2015, 5:30 min) - Lexi Walker is a 13-year-old singer 
whose voice gained attention when she sang the National Anthem at a Real Salt Lake 
game. She got the opportunity after entering a contest at school when she was just 11- 
years-old. From there, she was invited to sing and star in a cover of Let it Go, and the 
video went viral on YouTube. Walker just released her first solo album at 13, after 
signing a deal with Sony. But despite this rise to stardom, Walker expressed to Shauna 
Lake in her Person 2 Person interview that she isn’t on a quest for fame. She knows all 
of the attention and recognition can end at any time. She also says she is just a regular 
13-year-old girl and her friends and family keep her grounded. 
 

PUBLIC SERVICE: 
Check Your Health 
On going - KUTV solidified a long term working relationship with the Department of 
Health & Intermountain Healthcare. This relationship includes a media buy on 
KUTV/KMYU & with Simmons Radio Group. We run commercials and stories to 
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encourage viewers to make good choices, be active and eat healthy. This campaign 
has a broad range that we are reaching - male, female, old and young.  
 

Baby Your Baby 
On going - KUTV solidified a long term working relationship with the Department of 
Health & Intermountain Healthcare. This relationship includes a media buy on 
KUTV/KMYU & with Simmons radio group. This campaign focuses on women 18-35, 
sharing the message of seeing your doctor 13 times during your pregnancy and by the 
13th week you are pregnant. We cover stories on the topic, have in studio interviews and 
maintain multiple social media platforms. 
 

Angel Tree 
KUTV participated in its 23rd year of the Salvation Army Angel Tree.  This campaign ties 
in six sponsors, from all verticals, to help promote a broad community program. The 
goal is to provide Christmas presents to up to 10,000 Utah children and senior citizens 
in need.  Campaign spots started running in November.  Also, Christmas trees went up, 
at all our sponsor locations, adorned with ornaments listing the names of the needy and 
their holiday present wish list.  The Angel Tree program includes an aggressive 
television and web schedule as well as strong viewer involvement.  This is always the 
premier and most anticipated event of the year for KUTV families as well as friends and 
family of our sponsors.   
 
 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS – NATIONAL – VIA CBS 
THE SECOND HALF OF “FACE THE NATION” 

AIRS ON KMYU SUNDAYS 10:00-10:30AM 
 

OCTOBER 2015 
FACE THE NATION 
10/04/15  PREEMPTION 
 
10/11/15 
Guests:  Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Dr. Ben Carson, 
Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Representative Mick Mulvaney (R-SC) (3); 
Robert Costa, The Washington Post (4); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (4); Ron 
Fournier, National Journal (4); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (4); Holly Williams, 
CBS News Foreign Correspondent (5); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (6); 
Thomas Donilon, former National Security Adviser, Obama administration (6) 
1) Topics include: opinion of Republican Representative Paul Ryan and how he would 
do as Speaker of the House; what Republicans need to do regarding the upcoming debt 
ceiling vote; reaction to House Speaker John Boehner’s recent statement that there are 
false prophets in the Republican Party; use of military power; proposed foreign policy 
regarding Syria / Russian President Vladimir Putin; support for the Second Amendment 
/ position regarding gun control; Mr. Trump’s interpretation of recent poll results 
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indicating that 60% of registered voters question say that he is not honest or trustworthy 
/ plans for the Trump business empire should he become president 
2) Topics include: opinion of Republican Representative Paul Ryan and how he would 
do as Speaker of the House / current conditions among Republicans in the House of 
Representatives; Dr. Carson’s new book, “A More Perfect Union” / defense of the 
Second Amendment / his statement about the likelihood of Hitler being able to 
accomplish his goals would have been greatly diminished if the people had been armed 
/ opinion that the intent of the Second Amendment is to protect the people from an 
overly aggressive government; the upcoming debt ceiling vote 
3) Topics include: thoughts on Republican Representative Paul Ryan as a possible 
candidate for Speaker of the House of Representatives / Representative Mulvaney’s 
support for Representative Dan Webster of Florida for Speaker of the House; low 
approval rating for the way that Republicans are running the House of Representatives / 
upcoming debt ceiling vote 
4) Topics include: Republican Representative Paul Ryan as a possible candidate for 
Speaker of the House of Representatives / level of dysfunction amongst Republicans in 
the House of Representatives; high level of public interest in the Democratic and 
Republican candidates for president / campaigns of Republicans Donald Trump, Jeb 
Bush, Ben Carson, and Ted Cruz / low poll numbers for leading candidates Donald 
Trump and Hillary Clinton regarding honesty and trustworthiness / Mrs. Clinton’s 
position change on the Trans-Pacific partnership / upcoming Democratic presidential 
debate   
5) a report on yesterday’s two suicide bomber attacks during a peace rally in Ankara, 
Turkey 
6) Topics include: yesterday’s bomb attack at peace rally in Turkey; failure of the US 
train and equip policy in Syria / Russia’s intentions and military intervention in Syria 
 
10/18/15 
Guests: Representative Trey Gowdy (R-SC) (1); Representative Elijah Cummings (D-
MD) (2); David Axelrod, Democratic Strategist (3); Bob Woodward, The Washington 
Post (4) (5); Mark Halperin, Bloomberg Politics (4); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (4); 
Nancy Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (4) 
1) Topics include: reaction to criticism that the committee investigating the September 
11, 2012 attack on a US facility in Benghazi, Libya is politically motivated and desires to 
discredit Hillary Clinton / differences between this investigation and the previous seven 
committees investigating the events in Benghazi / new information gleaned from the 
current investigation / what Representative Gowdy hopes to uncover from former 
Secretary Clinton’s upcoming testimony / Senator Bernie Sanders comments about Mrs. 
Clinton’s e-mails during the Democratic debate / assertion that the committee still does 
not have all of Mrs. Clinton’s e-mails 
2) Topics include: Representative Cumming’s reaction to Representative Gowdy’s 
positions put forth during his interview / belief that Mrs. Clinton’s upcoming testimony 
before the Benghazi committee is “political football” and an affront to the families of the 
four dead Americans / opinion of Mr. Gowdy / Mrs. Clinton’s responsibility for what 
happened in Benghazi / importance of moving from “politics to policy”, so that any 
security issues can be addressed 
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3) Topics include: Mrs. Clinton’s upcoming testimony before the House Select 
Committee on Benghazi / her performance in the Democratic debate / Senator Bernie 
Sanders’ campaign / ongoing speculation concerning Vice President Joe Biden’s 
possible entry into the Democratic presidential race 
4) Topics include: Mrs. Clinton’s upcoming testimony before the House Select 
Committee on Benghazi / ongoing speculation concerning Vice President Biden’s 
possible entry into the Democratic presidential race / Senator Sanders’ campaign; 
quarrel between Republican presidential candidates Jeb Bush and Donald Trump over 
former President George W. Bush’s legacy and responsibility for 9/11 / fund raising 
between the Republican candidates; Republican Representative Paul Ryan as a 
possible candidate for Speaker of the House of Representatives 
5) Topics include: Mr. Woodward’s new book, “The Last of the President’s Men”, about 
Alexander Butterfield -- a key player in the fall of the Nixon White House 
 
10/25/15 
Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Governor Chris Christie 
(R-NJ), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections 
Director (3); Nancy Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (3); 
Representative Devin Nunes (R-CA), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee 
on Intelligence (4); Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), Ranking Member, House 
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, House Select Committee on Benghazi 
(5); Susan page, USA Today (6); Mark Leibovich, The New York Times Magazine (6); 
Robert Costa, The Washington Post (6); Reihan Salam, National Review (6) 
1) Topics include: recent poll results from Iowa, where Mr. Trump is tied with rival Dr. 
Ben Carson / clarification of his recent comments about Dr. Carson while campaigning; 
Mr. Trump’s reaction to fellow candidate Jeb Bush calling him a demonizer; how he 
would handle the upcoming debt ceiling vote and balancing the budget 
2) Topics include: criticism of Hillary Clinton for Benghazi and her perceived refusal to 
be held accountable; criticism of the Republican-controlled Congress / the upcoming 
debt ceiling vote and balancing the budget; criticism of President Obama for being 
AWOL and unable to work with Republicans and Democrats / opinion that President 
Obama encourages lawlessness and justifies the “Black Lives Matter” movement 
3) CBS Battleground Tracker: Iowa, New Hampshire, and South Carolina poll results for 
Democratic candidates Hillary Clinton and Senator Bernie Sanders / last night’s 
Jefferson Jackson Dinner in Iowa for Democrats; how voters are thinking about 
Republican candidates Ben Carson, Donald Trump, Ted Cruz, Marco Rubio, and Jeb 
Bush 
4) Topics include: upcoming leadership change in the House of Representatives / 
assumption that Wisconsin Representative Paul Ryan will be the next Speaker of the 
House; Hillary Clinton’s testimony before the House Select Committee on Benghazi; 
recent death of a US Special Forces service member in Iraq during a raid 
5) Topics include: assumption that Wisconsin Representative Paul Ryan will be the next 
Speaker of the House; Mrs. Clinton’s testimony before the House Select Committee on 
Benghazi / response to Governor Christie’s claim that Mrs. Clinton refused to be held 
accountable for Benghazi / what then-Secretary of State Clinton knew the night of the 
Benghazi attack and the “conflicting streams of intelligence” concerning the incident 
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6) Topics include: Hillary Clinton’s testimony before the House Select Committee on 
Benghazi / Vice President Joe Biden’s decision not to run for president / Democratic 
presidential candidate Senator Bernie Sanders’ speech at the Jefferson Jackson Dinner 
in Iowa; probability that Wisconsin Representative Paul Ryan will be the next Speaker of 
the House; Mr. Trump’s comments concerning Dr. Carson’s Seventh Day Adventist 
religion / Republican poll results and the campaigns of Mr. Trump, Dr. Carson, Mr. 
Bush, and Mr. Rubio. 
 

NOVEMBER 2015 
FACE THE NATION 
11/01/15 
Guests: Allen Pizzey, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), 
Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Speaker of 
the House of Representatives (3); Representative Steny Hoyer (D-MD), Democratic 
Whip (4); Jonathan Martin, The New York Times (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5); 
Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (5) (6); Jamelle Bouie, 
Slate Magazine (5) 
1) a report from Cairo, Egypt on the latest developments in the crash of a Russian 
airliner in the Sinai Peninsula early Saturday, killing all two-hundred and twenty-four 
people aboard 
2) Topics include: news that the United States is sending special operations forces into 
Syria / Russia’s involvement in Syria; questions from opponents regarding Senator 
Rubio’s perceived lack of experience and how it would translate to the presidency; 
reaction to criticism from fellow Republican presidential candidate Jeb Bush, considered 
by many to be Senator Rubio’s mentor  / interaction between Senator Rubio and Mr. 
Bush during the most recent debate; reaction to criticism that the Senator is spending 
too much time away from the Senate in order to campaign 
3) Topics include: belief that the country is on the wrong track, but that his initiatives will 
help to get it back on track; refusal to work with President Obama on immigration, as he 
feels that the president can’t be trusted on that issue / desire to reform the tax code and 
“Obamacare” (Affordable Healthcare Act); four steps to get the Republican party back 
on track; how Representative Ryan will approach his new leadership position / how his 
new position will impact his private life and vice versa 
4) Topics include: how Speaker Ryan will be different than his predecessor John 
Boehner; call for a more bipartisanship atmosphere in the House of Representatives / 
Speaker Ryan’s refusal to tackle immigration reform and his desire to reform the tax 
code and the Affordable Healthcare Act (“Obamacare”); reaction to Speaker Ryan’s 
promise to go home to Wisconsin every weekend; thoughts on Republican presidential 
candidate and Senator Marco Rubio; Democratic contenders for the presidency 
5) Topics include: Republican presidential campaign of Senator Marco Rubio / criticism 
from fellow Republican presidential candidate Jeb Bush during the most recent debate / 
questions from opponents regarding Senator Rubio’s perceived lack of experience; 
state of Jeb Bush’s campaign / campaigns of Ted Cruz, Donald Trump, and Ben 
Carson; news that the United States is sending special operations forces into Syria; 
Speaker Paul Ryan as the new face of the Republican party; state of the Democratic 
race for president 
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6) Topics include: Ms. Noonan’s new book, “The Time of Our Lives”, a collection of her 
speeches and columns / work with President Ronald Reagan / speech written for 
President Reagan after the Challenger disaster / Ms. Noonan’s creative process 
 
11/08/15 
Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Dr. Ben Carson, 
Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security 
Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (3); Senator 
Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY) (4); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5); Molly Ball, The 
Atlantic (5); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (5); David Ignatius, The Washington Post 
(5) 
1) Topics include: reaction to stories from Dr. Carson’s autobiography and the reported 
discrepancies contained within / Dr. Carson’s claims of violence towards his mother and 
an unnamed friend / Dr. Carson’s rise in the polls; Mr. Trump’s appearance as host on 
“Saturday Night Live”; his tax plan 
2) Topics include: Dr. Carson’s explanation for the discrepancies in his autobiography, 
particularly the claim of being offered a full scholarship to West Point / belief that he is 
getting “special scrutiny”; Dr. Carson’s recent Facebook post stating that the signers of 
the Declaration of Independence were not professional politicians / examples of his own 
prior experiences which would aid him politically; the human side of addiction; Dr. 
Carson’s Secret Service protection 
3) Topics include: mounting evidence that the crash of the Russian passenger jet in 
Egypt last week was likely brought down by a bomb, planted most likely by ISIS (ISIL, 
Daesh) / speculation regarding how Russian President Vladimir Putin will respond to the 
attack; report by Politico that Hillary Clinton’s e-mails were not classified material 
4) Topics include: mounting evidence that the crash of the Russian passenger jet in 
Egypt last week was likely brought down by a bomb, planted most likely by ISIS (ISIL, 
Daesh) / potential impact on the U.S. fight against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / changing profile 
of ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / criticism of President Obama’s strategy against ISIS (ISIL, 
Daesh); need to reauthorize and fund the program for the 9/11 responders; role of Wall 
Street and questions regarding its part in income inequality and lack of opportunity 
5) Topics include: reaction to stories from Dr. Carson’s autobiography and the reported 
discrepancies contained therein / opinion that Dr. Carson benefited from this scrutiny; 
number of Republican presidential candidates with no prior political experience / 
campaigns of the Republican presidential candidates; former President George H. W. 
Bush’s book release; mounting evidence that the crash of the Russian passenger jet in 
Egypt last week was likely brought down by a bomb, planted most likely by ISIS (ISIL, 
Daesh) / potential impact on the U.S. fight against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / contentious 
relationship between the United States and Russia; upcoming Democratic debate / 
presidential campaigns of Hillary Clinton, Senator Bernie Sanders and Martin O’Malley; 
President Obama’s recent jab at the Republican presidential candidates for complaining 
about the CNBC debate moderators 
 
11/15/15 
Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1); Margaret Brennan, CBS 
News Foreign Affairs Correspondent (2); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security 
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Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (3) (7); William 
Bratton, Police Commissioner, City of New York Police Department (4); Senator Bernie 
Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential Candidate (5); Senator Richard Burr (R-NC), 
Chairman, U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (6); Representative Devin 
Nunes (R-CA), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (6); 
Danielle Pletka, American Enterprise Institute (7); Farah Pandith, Council on Foreign 
Relations (7); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (8); Peggy 
Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (8); Nancy Cordes, CBS News 
Congressional Correspondent (8) 
1) a report from Paris, France on the latest information regarding the November 13th 
terrorist attacks in that city by the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS, ISIL or Daesh) 
2) a report from Turkey on President Obama’s reaction to the Paris terrorist attacks 
3) Topics include: how the most recent terrorist attacks in Paris change what the West 
knows about ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) ; advice for President Obama / how the terrorists were 
able to execute their plans / differences between about ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) and al Qaeda 
/ use of encrypted apps to communicate by the terrorists 
4) Topics include: how the terrorist attacks in Paris immediately impacts the security 
situation in the City of New York / use of encrypted apps to communicate by the 
terrorists / the need to adjust strategies employed by the New York Police Department 
to the changing capabilities and use of social media by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 
5) Topics include: relationship between climate change and terrorism; regulating Wall 
Street / reaction to Paul Krugman’s piece in The New York Times about the problem a 
Democratic president would face when attempting to regulate Wall Street with a 
Republican-controlled Congress; need to draw a distinction between himself and fellow 
Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton 
6) Topics include: how the most recent terrorist attacks in Paris change what the West 
knows about ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / criticism of the Obama administration for its lack of a 
“real plan” to fight ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / need to improve the capability of the United 
States in tracking terrorists / need to formulate a strategy which encompasses a larger 
geographical region / importance of the United States in joining a global coalition to fight 
ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / call for more Special Operations efforts in the region / immediate 
end to allowing Syrian refugees to enter the United States 
7) Topics include: what the American response should be to the terrorist attacks in Paris 
/ Ms. Pletka’s opinion that the United States needs to be the leader in the fight against 
ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / need for the fight to include strategy that will “take hold of the 
ideological space” 
8) Topics include: last night’s Democratic debate / Hillary Clinton’s relationship with Wall 
Street / Senator Sanders’ high poll numbers on handling the economy and income 
inequality / Senator Sanders’ statement during the debate on the relationship between 
climate change and terrorism 
 
11/22/15 
Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1); Margaret Brennan, CBS 
News Foreign Affairs Correspondent (2); Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Senate 
Intelligence Committee (3); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, House 
Homeland Security Committee (4); Brett McGurk, Special Presidential Envoy to the 
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Global Coalition to Counter ISIL (5); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security 
Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (6); Thomas 
Donilon, former National Security Adviser, Obama administration (6); Frances 
Townsend, former Homeland Security Advisor to George W. Bush (6); Senator Rand 
Paul (R-KY), Republican Presidential Candidate (7); Ron Brownstein, Atlantic Media (8); 
Karl Rove, author, “The Triumph of William McKinley: Why the Election of 1896 Still 
Matters” (8); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (8) 
1) a report from Paris, France on the current situations in that city and in Brussels, 
Belgium, after last week’s terrorist attacks in Paris 
2) a report from Malaysia on President Obama’s concluding press conference in Kuala 
Lumpur, where he attempted to calm Americans and renewed his vow to fight ISIS 
(ISIL, Daesh) 
3) Topics include: recent address before the Senate Intelligence Committee by 
Secretary of State John Kerry on the Obama administration’s strategy to defeat ISIS 
(ISIL, Daesh) / need to be aggressive in the fight / call for a “larger Special Operations 
plan” / use of encrypted communication by terrorists / call for tougher internet 
regulations in order to thwart terrorists 
4) Topics include: recent ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) threats to New York City and Washington, 
D.C. / strong indication that the Paris terrorists used encrypted communication / concern 
over the refugees entering the United States and possible terrorist connections / need to 
be involved in Muslim communities through outreach programs 
5) Topics include: war against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / reaction to criticism that the Obama 
administration’s strategy is not moving fast enough / fifty members of the Special Forces 
being sent to Syria / need “to work as a global community” in the fight to defeat ISIS 
(ISIL, Daesh) / working with the Russians to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh), even though 
differing opinions on the fate of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad exist between the 
U.S. and Russia 
6) Topics include: new information acquired since last week’s terrorist attacks in Paris / 
change in focus and strategy by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / similarities between al Qaeda and 
ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / alarming speed in which ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) has developed / 
differing opinions on the fate of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad between the U.S. and 
Russia / opinion on the potential threat posed by Syrian refugees entering the United 
States and possible terrorist connections / Homeland Security issues with respect to 
Europe and its external border control 
7) Topics include: potential threat posed by Syrian refugees entering the United States 
and possible terrorist connections / strategy to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh); fear that U.S. 
surveillance of encrypted communication and tougher internet regulations will be an 
overreach into people’s privacy and liberty / disapproval of the idea to “target mosques 
and have a database of Muslims” 
8) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of the recent poll results out of Iowa and 
New Hampshire for the Republican presidential candidates / impact of the recent 
terrorist attacks in Paris on how the Republican candidates are assessed / response by 
the Republican presidential candidates to the Syrian refugees; Mr. Rove’s opinion that 
President Obama is exploiting the issue for political gains / possible burden-by-
connection to the Obama administration’s ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) strategy for Hillary Clinton 
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11/29/15 
Guests: Dr. Ben Carson, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); former Governor Jeb 
Bush (R-FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), 
Chairman, Senate Armed Services Committee (3); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), 
Republican Presidential Candidate (3); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (4); Jeffrey 
Goldberg, The Atlantic (4); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (4); Peggy Noonan, 
The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (4); Doris Kearns Goodwin, author, 
“The Bully Pulpit: Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, and the Golden Age of 
Journalism”, “Lyndon Johnson and the American Dream: The Most Revealing Portrait of 
a President and Presidential Power Ever Written” (5); Karl Rove, author, “The Triumph 
of William McKinley: Why the Election of 1896 Still Matters” (5); Jon Meacham, author, 
“Destiny and Power: The American Odyssey of George Herbert Walker Bush” (5); 
Edward J. Larson, author, “The Return of George Washington: Uniting the States, 1783-
1789” (5) 
1) Topics include: Dr. Carson’s recent visit to a Syrian refugee camp / call for Jordan 
and other countries in the region to take in more refugees / criticism of the current 
strategy in the war against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh); need for “hateful rhetoric, not matter 
which side it comes from, right or left” to be toned down, in light of the recent shooting at 
a Planned Parenthood clinic in Colorado Springs, CO 
2) Topics include: former Governor Bush’s strategy to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh), which 
includes “troops on the ground” / criticism of the Obama administration’s strategy to 
defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / working with the Russians to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh), even 
though differing opinions on the fate of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad exist between 
the U.S. and Russia / reaction to fellow Republican presidential candidate Donald 
Trump and his plan for registering Muslims / desire to show preference for Syrian 
Christian refugees over Muslim ones 
3) Topics include: belief that an alliance with Russia is a mistake / need to destroy ISIS 
(ISIL, Daesh) in Syria before they come to America / importance of establishing a no-fly 
zone / strategy to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / opinion that Republican presidential 
candidate Donald Trump’s plan for registering Muslims turns Muslims all over the world 
against America / establishing a regional force to work with the United States in the fight 
4) Topics include: reaction to the comments made during the appearances of three 
Republican presidential candidates: Dr. Carson, former Governor Bush, and Senator 
Graham; Senators Graham and McCain’s plan for a regional army; impact of the recent 
terrorist attacks in Paris on the Republican race for president / response from the 
Republican presidential candidates on the Syrian refugee crisis; recent incident of 
Donald Trump making fun of a disable newspaper reporter 
5) Presidential Books Panel topics include: what positive attributes from past presidents 
should be looked at when dealing with the current field of candidates / career and 
presidency of George Herbert Walker Bush / how former President McKinley dealt with 
the American Protective Association, an anti-Catholic and anti-immigration group / 
presidency of George Washington / how FDR (Franklin Delano Roosevelt) would react 
to today’s crisis with ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 
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DECEMBER 
FACE THE NATION 
12/06/15 
Guests: Jeff Pegues, CBS News Homeland Security Correspondent (1); Donald Trump, 
Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ), Republican 
Presidential Candidate (3); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential 
Candidate (4); Fran Townsend, former Homeland Security Advisor to George W. Bush 
(5); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security Contributor, former Deputy Director, 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (5); Gwen Ifill, co-anchor, “PBS NewsHour”; 
moderator, “Washington Week” (6); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (6); Gerald Seib, 
The Wall Street Journal (6); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (6) 
1) a report on the latest developments in the FBI investigation into the 12/02/15 terror 
attack in San Bernardino, CA 
2) Topics include: opinion that people have been too politically correct in this country 
with regards to Muslims / Mr. Trump’s idea of tracking Muslims in America / criticism of 
President Obama / reaction to condemnation from others that he is “playing on fears” / 
call for going after the families of terrorists / gun rights / why people join ISIS (ISIL, 
Daesh) / support for the 2nd amendment, but a willingness to look at people who amass 
a large cache of weapons and the ability of people on the no-fly list to be able to 
purchase guns 
3) Topics include: criticism of President Obama / call for increased intelligence and 
surveillance measures / disagreement with Mr. Trump over profiling / need to use the 
term “radical Islamic Jihadist” / reaction to yesterday’s front page editorial from The New 
York Times on the need for more gun control / reason why Governor Christie is no 
longer an opponent of people being able to own assault rifles 
4) Topics include: in anticipation of President Obama’s address to the nation this 
evening, what Senator Sanders would say if he were president / call for tougher 
screening policies and more gun control / agreement with yesterday’s editorial in The 
New York Times / his past vote on gun legislation granting gun manufacturers and shop 
owners immunity / proposed gun control measures; Senator Sanders’ proposed climate 
change legislation 
5) Topics include: insight into the investigation of the December 2nd terror attack in San 
Bernardino / impact of this attack on homeland security measures / increased attacks by 
ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) and their affiliates / need to look at the current gun control laws, 
specifically those related to assault weapons / need to “clean up” the terror watch list / 
efforts to fight ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) overseas / yesterday’s knife attack in London / 
disagreement with Mr. Trump over profiling 
6) Topics include: impact of the December 2nd attack in San Bernardino on the 
candidates and the presidential race / Republican criticism of President Obama that he 
“is out of touch with reality” and that stricter gun control is not the solution / Mr. Trump’s 
stance on Muslims / type of voter attracted to Mr. Trump’s campaign / reaction to Mr. 
Trump’s comments about women in the military / campaigns of Senators Ted Cruz (R-
TX) and Marco Rubio (R-FL) 
 
12/13/15 
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Guests: U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry (1); Frank Luntz, CBS News Contributor, 
Republican Strategist (2); Governor John Kasich (R-OH), Republican Presidential 
Candidate (3); Kimberley (Kim) Strassel, The Wall Street Journal (4); Jamelle Bouie, 
CBS News Political Analyst, Slate Magazine (4); Susan Page, USA Today (4); Peter 
Baker, The New York Times (4); Senator Richard Burr (R-NC), Chairman, U.S. Senate 
Select Committee on Intelligence (5); Dr. Marshall Shepherd, University of Georgia 
Atmospheric Sciences Program (6) 
1) Topics include: COP21 climate deal finalized yesterday in Paris, France; criticism of 
the proposed ban denying Muslims entry into America 
2) extended excerpts of Mr. Luntz’s focus group of twenty-nine past and present Donald 
Trump supporters in Virginia and subsequent analysis 
3) Topics include: reaction to comments from members of Mr. Luntz’s focus group / 
belief that Donald Trump will not be elected president / criticism of the proposed ban 
denying Muslims entry into America / Governor Kasich’s lack of credence in poll results 
4) Topics include: reaction to recent Republican poll results / Mr. Luntz’s focus group of 
twenty-nine past and present Donald Trump supporters / opinion that the attitudes 
displayed during the panel indicate a “distinct rise in racial resentment and anti-black 
attitudes” / Donald Trump’s proposed ban denying Muslims entry into America / 
response from fellow Republican presidential candidates to Mr. Trump’s campaign / 
how fellow candidate Senator Ted Cruz of Texas handles Mr. Trump by not attacking 
him / campaign of Senator Marco Rubio / rumors of a possible brokered Republican 
convention 
5) an interview with Senator Burr on the latest developments in the investigation into the 
December 2nd terror attack in San Bernardino, CA and the national security implications 
of barring Muslims from the United States 
6) Topics include: an interview with Dr. Shepherd on COP21 climate deal finalized 
yesterday in Paris 
 
12/20/15 
Guests: Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (1); former 
Governor Jeb Bush (R-FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Anthony Salvanto, 
CBS News Elections Director (4); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (5); Peggy Noonan, 
The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (5); David Axelrod, Democratic 
Strategist, CNN Senior Political Commentator (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5) 
Guest Interviewer: Frank Luntz, CBS News Contributor, Republican Strategist (3) 
1) Topics include: debate between Senators Rubio and Cruz on immigration / opinion 
that Senator Cruz is less than honest with people; belief that Donald Trump’s proposal 
on banning Muslims from America is not a serious proposal and is made to recapture 
headlines / danger of Mr. Trump’s rhetoric; disagreement with Senator Cruz on his 
Middle East foreign policy / Syrian civil war; Senator Rubio’s most recent political 
advertisement about feeling out of place in your own country, namely those who hold 
“traditional values”; Russian President Vladimir Putin’s recent endorsement of Mr. 
Trump 
2) Topics include: criticism of fellow Republican candidate Donald Trump / Mr. Trump’s 
lack of knowledge regarding the nuclear triad / what it says about voters who support 
Mr. Trump’s proposal on banning Muslims from America / reasons why Mr. Trump 
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should not like Russian President Putin’s recent endorsement; threat posed to the 
United States by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / Mr. Bush’s strategy for fighting ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 
overseas / criticism of Senator Cruz’s call for carpet bombing Mosul; his campaign and 
why he disliked being a front-runner 
3) extended excerpt of Mr. Luntz’s focus group with Muslims about Republican 
presidential candidate Donald Trump and the climate in America following the San 
Bernardino terror attack 
4) CBS News Battleground Tracker:  analysis of recent poll results from Iowa and New 
Hampshire for the Republican and Democratic presidential candidates 
5) Topics include: debate between Senators Rubio and Cruz on immigration / 
Republican Party’s history with immigration reform / campaigns of Senators Rubio and 
Cruz / Republican take on foreign policy / Russian President Putin’s recent 
endorsement of Mr. Trump / Mr. Trump’s praise of President Putin / how fellow 
candidates Senator Cruz and Mr. Bush react to Mr. Trump 
 
12/27/15 
Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-
VT), Democratic Presidential Candidate (2); Dr. Ben Carson, Republican Presidential 
Candidate (3); Stephen Colbert, “The Late Show with Stephen Colbert” (4); Ben 
Domenech, The Federalist (5); Jeanne Cummings, The Wall Street Journal (5); James 
Bennet, The Atlantic (5); David Rohde, Reuters (5); Commander Scott Kelly, NASA 
Astronaut (6) 
1) a report from Holly Springs, MS on the severe weather and violent storm systems this 
holiday season 
2) Topics include: why Senator Sanders’ message on income inequality should appeal 
to supporters of Donald Trump; decision by a Texas grand jury that no felony was 
committed in the death of Sandra Bland; differences between himself and fellow 
Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton / refusal to “wage horrible attacks” 
against Mrs. Clinton 
3) Topics include: reaction to the Sandra Bland case; upcoming changes to the Carson 
campaign / examples of perceived attacks on his campaign / shows of strength from the 
Carson campaign / belief that “our country is on the precipice”, but faith that the 
American voters will choose substance over style 
4) Topics include: Mr. Colbert’s theory on the 2016 presidential election / Mr. Trump’s 
ability to channel the populist; Mr. Colbert’s style of interviewing / his interview with Vice 
President Joe Biden / what he would have asked Pope Francis in an interview; the new 
“Star Wars” movie; the “catharsis of comedy” in times of chaos 
5) a discussion on what happened in 2015 that panel members found most interesting 
or surprising: arguments about free speech / the surprise of the Trump phenomenon / 
collapse of the Republican Party’s establishment class / NASA finding running water on 
Mars / fear of Muslims in the United States / “acceptance of open bigotry” / role of 
money in the 2016 presidential election; the next year for the Democratic and 
Republican candidates 
6) an interview with Commander Kelly from the International Space Station on his 
career, time at the space station, effects of his time in space on his body, and keeping 
up with the 2016 presidential election. 


